Abstract: Psychological studies on human subjects show that contrast detection learning promote learner's sensitivity to visual stimulus contrast. The underlying neural mechanisms remain unknown. In this study, three cats (Felis catus) were trained to perform monocularly a contrast detection task by two-alternative forced choice method. The perceptual ability of each cat improved remarkably with learning as indicated by a significantly increased contrast sensitivity to visual stimuli. The learning effect displayed an evident specificity to the eye employed for learning but could partially transfer to the naïve eye, prompting the possibility that contrast detection learning might cause neural plasticity before and after the information from both eyes are merged in the visual pathway. Further, the contrast sensitivity improvement was evident basically around the spatial frequency (SF) used for learning, which suggested that contrast detection learning effect showed, to some extent, a SF specificity. This study indicates that cat exhibits a property of contrast detection learning similar to human subjects and can be used as an animal model for subsequent investigations on the neural correlates that mediate learning-induced contrast sensitivity improvement in humans. Human perceptual learning, including orientation discrimination, motion perception, contrast detection and the spatial frequency (SF) discrimination has been well
Human perceptual learning, including orientation discrimination, motion perception, contrast detection and the spatial frequency (SF) discrimination has been well documented (Gray & Regan, 1998; Grove & Regan, 2002; Karni & Sagi, 1991; Lages & Treisman, 1998; Matthews et al, 1999; Matthews et al, 2001; Niebauer & Christman, 1999; Rivest et al, 1997; Sally & Gurnsey, 2003; Sowden et al, 2002; Vimal, 2002) . The long-lasting improvement through learning was highly specific to stimulus parameters, retinal locations and/or even the eye employed during learning (Gilbert, 1994; Karni & Sagi, 1991; Sowden et al, 2002) . Such specificity of learning was generally interpreted as an evidence of learning-induced plasticity at early stages of visual information processing, such as the primary visual cortex (Dosher & Lu, 1999; Gilbert, 1994; Karni & Sagi, 1991) . However, the neural mechanism underlying such perceptual learning is poorly understood though a progress has been achieved in psychological paradigms (Dosher & Lu, 1998; Dosher & Lu, 1999) . A main difficulty that faced this issue may lie in the limitation of applying powerful research approaches, such as electrophysiological recording and brain lesions, on human subjects.
A few of studies have been done in adult monkeys, attempting to locate the brain region responsible for the psychological performance improvement in stimulus orientation discrimination. It was believed that orientation discrimination learning could modify the orientation tuning property of neurons at least in some areas of the visual cortex. However, results from different research groups were contradictory (Ghose et al, 2002; Raiguel et al, 2006; Schoups et al, 2001; Yang & Maunsell, 2004) .
Whether and how the learning of visual tasks other than orientation discrimination, such as contrast detection, affects the tuning property of visual cortical cells has not been explored so far. All visual targets in the real world are perceived in varied contrast. It's now widely accepted that contrast sensitivity, which reflects how well we see, is one of the best indices for visual quality evaluation (Altangerel et al, 2006; Ginsburg, 2006; Piermarocchi et al, 2006; Riusala et al, 2003) . Experiments on human subjects showed that practising contrast detection could significantly improve contrast sensitivity of visual perception. The learning effect was proven to be specific for stimulus SF and retinal location or even the eye used during learning (Dosher & Lu, 1999; Sowden et al, 2002) , which suggested a possible locus of learning-induced plasticity in the early visual processing stages, such as the primary visual cortex (V1) or even earlier.
To uncover the neural substrate that mediates contrast detection learning dependent plasticity, creating an ideal animal model is the first step in trying to understand how contrast learning modifies the response properties of neurons in the visual pathway. To this end, we trained three cats to do the contrast detection learning using two-alternative forced choice method. Our main goal was to see whether contrast detection learning in cat showed a property similar to that in human subjects or not.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Subjects were 3 adult male cats (age: 2 − 3 years old; body weight: 2 − 2.5 kg) with no apparent optical or retinal problems that would impair their visual functions. All cats were housed in one room and maintained on a 12 h∶12 h light/dark cycle (lights on 7:00 am) with water available ad libitum. All of them could get as much food reward as they need through contrast detection practising for 2 − 3 hours on each weekday and access food freely in the weekends. All animal treatments were strictly in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. 1.2 Psychological paradigms 1.2.1 Apparatus The training apparatus was similar to that used by Vandenbussche (Vandenbussche & Orban, 1983) , De Weerd ) and Orban as previously described (Hua et al, 2005; Hua et al, 2007) . Briefly, cats performed a required detection task displayed on a fixed displayer (CRT) and acquired food reward by pushing the correct nose key (right or left nose key). The task was to discriminate between two visual stimuli (see below), which were assigned a correspondence to right or left nose key. The distance from the CRT to the eyes was 57 cm. 1.2.2 Stimuli and experimental procedure All visual signals were circular light spots with a diameter of 16 cm (equivalent to 8°visual angle) and mean luminance of 19 cd/m 2 . The program was written in MATLAB based on Psychtoolbox (Brainard, 1997) . At first, cats were trained to discriminate binocularly between two randomly presented and temporally adjacent light spots, which contained sine-wave grating stimuli oriented either + or -45º. The gratings SF was set at 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 c/deg for cat1, cat2 and cat3 respectively ( Fig 1A, B , C). The mean luminance of grating stimuli was kept at 19 cd/m 2 . All stimuli were presented in the center of the CRT. After 85% correct performance was attained for the first 6 consecutive days, we concluded that the cats had succeeded in discriminating between the two visual signals.
After conditioning training, monocular contrast detection learning (another eye was covered with a custom-made mask that blocked light) was performed subsequently. The trained SF was predetermined for each cat (0.2 c/deg for cat1, 0.4 c/deg for cat2 and 0.6 c/deg for cat3). We trained cats to do contrast detection using a 2-correct down/1-error up staircase method: The contrast of stimuli in each trial was either reduced to 0.9 times of that of previous trial if the cat made correct response in two consecutive trials or increased to 1.1 times if the cat made an incorrect response in the previous trial. This psychophysical algorithm tracks a threshold contrast required to reach a performance accuracy level of about 70.7%.
In daily training session, each cat practised up to from 1 000 to 1 500 trials, which were generally arranged in blocks of 100 trials per block (a few training blocks in cat2 containing up to 400 trials). There was a 5 to 10 minutes rest between blocks. The experimenter triggered the first trial at the beginning of each block when everything was ready. Each trial started with a bright fixation dot (0.1°visual angle) appeared in the center of CRT for 1s. This was followed by a 4-second stimulus presentation with a 1-second response denied period (RDP) during which pushing the nose keys triggered no food reward. Inter-stimulus interval was set at 4 seconds between trials.
Contrast sensitivity functions (CSFs) for both trained and naïve eyes were monitored before and after contrast detection learning, with test SF covered 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.2 and 1.6 c/deg (500 − 700 trials for each SF). The CSF measurement for trained and naïve eyes were conducted on alternate days. On each day, tests for different SF (100 − 240 trials for each SF) were arranged randomly. To familiarize naïve eyes with the learning task, 140 trials (7 blocks, 20 trials/block) of pre-test adaptation, using alternating SFs, were given on the first day of testing. 1.2.3 Data analysis The correct performance during conditioning training was measured in each training block, and the mean accuracy was obtained and monitored in daily training session. During contrast detection learning, the threshold contrast in each training block was tracked down using 2-correct down/1-error up staircase method and calculated automatically by a program. The mean threshold contrast value needed to discriminate between light spots containing either + or -45° grating stimulus was monitored by daily training session or calculated across blocks of a test. The contrast sensitivity at each SF was defined as log unit of the reciprocal of mean threshold contrast value. The CSFs before and after contrast detection learning were compared using one-or two-way ANOVA. A difference with P<0.05 was accepted as significant.
Results
Perceptual learning of contrast detection
All cats (cat1, cat2 and cat3) succeeded in discriminating between light spots containing grating stimuli oriented either + or -45° and attained >85% correct performance after 3 − 4 months of conditioning training.
Prior to contrast detection learning, CSFs were measured respectively for both eyes of each cat. Two-way ANOVA analysis indicated that the CSFs in each cat showed a main effect of SF [cat1: F (6,134) = 80.702, P<0.0001; cat2: F ( 6 , 1 2 8 ) = 87.884, P< 0.0001; cat3: F (6,133) = 130.186, P<0.0001], which is independent of eyes [Interaction of eye and SF: F (6,134) = 0.095, P = 0.997 in cat1; F (6,128) = 0.678, P=0.668 in cat2; F (6,133) = 1.631, P = 0.143 in cat3]. However, the contrast sensitivity at each SF (from 0.1 to 1.6 c/deg) showed no significant difference between two eyes in each cat [cat1: F (1,134) = 1.862, P=0.175; cat2: F (1,128) =0, P = 0.998; cat3: F (1,133) = 1.829, P = 0.179]. Therefore the CSFs from both eyes prior to contrast detection learning were combined for statistical analysis in each cat. As shown in the Gauss fitting curves, the CSF in each cat peaked around SF 0.4 c/deg and decreased gradually toward lower or higher SF (Fig. 2A, B, C) , indicating that the optimal SF of visual stimuli that cat could detect was around 0.4 c/deg.
Contrast detection learning lasts for 35 − 53 d till the stimulus threshold contrast needed to distinguish + 45° gratings from -45°ones reached an asymptotic plateau. The SF chosen to train at is 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 c/deg for cat1, cat2 and cat3 respectively. Fig 3 (Fig. 2 A−C) . Calculated from the Gauss fitting curves (fitting confidence ≥ 95%), the learning effect, which was defined as the ratio of post-learning contrast sensitivity to pre-learning contrast sensitivity, in the trained eye was remarkably pronounced around the trained SF (0.1 − 0.4 c/deg in cat1, 0.2 − 0.6 c/deg in cat2 and 0.4 − 0.8 c/deg in cat3) (Fig 2 D− F) .
In addition, the learning effect in the trained eye could transfer to the untrained eye in each cat. After contrast detection learning, the contrast sensitivity at trained SF of naive eye improved by 88.7% [F (1,20) (Fig. 2 D−F) . Measured from the Gauss fitting curves, the learning effect of CSF in the naïve eye was also highest around the trained SF (from 0.1 − 0.4 c/deg in cat1, 0.2 − 0.6 c/deg in cat2 and 0.4 − 0.8 c/deg in cat3) (Fig. 2 D − F) .
Above results indicate that practising contrast detection can significantly increase contrast sensitivity of visual perception. The improvement, though characterizing a considerable specificity to the eye and the SF selected for training, exhibits partial generalizations to The contrast sensitivity at the trained stimulus SF in the trained eye of each cat was significantly increased after more than one month of learning.
the naive eye and untrained SFs.
Long-lasting learning effect
Studies on visual perceptual learning in human and non-human primates has shown that the learning effect is long lasting. Whether contrast detection learning in cat exhibits a similar property has not been reported yet. To clarify this issue, we re-measured the CSFs in two trained cats (Cat2 and Cat3) about 5 months (162 d for Cat2, 151 d for Cat3) after contrast detection learning. Two-way ANOVA analysis showed that the re-measured CSF in the trained eye of both cats exhibited no significant difference from the CSF obtained 1 or 2 d after contrast detection learning [Cat2: F (1,148) = 0.746, P=0.389; Cat3: F (1,132) = 0.023, P=0.879]. As indicated in Fig 5, the learning still displayed a highest gain around the trained SF (0.2 − 0.6 c/deg in cat2 and 0.4 − 0.8 c/deg in cat3). Similarly, the re-measured CSF in the naïve eye of both cats were neither significantly different from the one monitered just after the contrast detection training period [Cat2: F (1,134) = 0.117, P=0.733; Cat3: F (1,126) = 0.97, P=0.327], and the learning effect was comparable to that previously observed (Fig 4A, B) . This comparison strongly suggests that contrast detection learning can improve the visual contrast sensitivity in cat, and the learning effect is long-lasting. TEEr and NEEr show the learning gain value in the trained and naïve eye respectively re-measured about 5 months after contrast detection training. The green arrows indicate the stimulus SF used during training.
Discussion
Three cats (cat1, cat2 and cat3) succeeded in discriminating between light spots containing gratings oriented + or -45° and attained >85% correct performance after 3 − 4 months of conditioning training. Prior to contrast detection learning, CSFs of both eyes in each cat are comparable, and the CSF in each cat peaks around 0.4 c/deg. Bisti and Maffei ever measured CSFs in two cats using stimuli with a large size (diameter 19° visual acuity) but a low luminance (2 cd/m2) level and found the peak CSF was around 0.2 c/deg, which was in good agreement with the CSF evaluation using visually evoked potentials measurement (Berkley & Watkins, 1973; Bisti & Maffei, 1974; Campbell et al, 1973) . In this study, a smaller (diameter 8°visual acuity) but higher luminance (19 cd/m 2 ) stimuli were used, and the peak CSF we observed in each of the three cats was around 0.4 c/deg, which was higher than that reported by Bisti and Maffei but could be reconciled by previous findings that the peak CSF increased with stimulus mean luminance and decreased with stimulus size (Jarvis & Wathes, 2008) . The CSFs amplitude we obtained from each cat were much lower than that measured by Pasternak and Merigan who used stimuli with a luminance (16 cd/m 2 ) very close to ours but with a size (11 − 14°visual acuity) slightly larger than ours (Pasternak & Merigan, 1981) . This large difference may comes from the following factors: 1) The task in our experiment is to discriminate between + and -45° oriented gratings near threshold contrast, which is much difficult than distinguishing vertical sinusoidal gratings from uniform fields of the same mean luminance as described by Pasternak and Merigan; 2) In this study, the CSFs were constructed based on an average of 7 − 14 blocks (50 − 80 trials per block) of contrast threshold measurement per each SF. On each testing day, measurement at different SFs were pseudorandomly interleaved. However, Pasternak and Merigan obtained the CSF by continuing measuring till asymptotic performance was reached at each SF, which would likely over-estimate the contrast sensitivity at each SF. For example, we did ever get much higher contrast sensitivity value in cat2 during a few of training days when several hundreds of continuous trials were applied (Fig. 3) ; 3) Pasternak and Merigan obtained the CSF based on a summation from both eyes of the cat. However, we just measured the monocular CSF, which was predicted to be 1.414 times lower than the binocular value even under the same test stimulus conditions (Legge, 1984a, b) .
Although there are variations in the measuring result concerning the peak CSF and CSF amplitude, the CSF of cat is indeed different from that of human and other species (Jarvis & Wathes, 2008) . For example, under the same stimulus luminance level, the peak CSF of cats was much less, and their CSF was located at lower SF domain than that of humans (Blake et al, 1974; Pasternak & Merigan, 1981) . Factors causing species-specific CSF, including peak CSF and SF domain, could be attributed partially to different retinal cell distribution patterns but needs to be explored extensively in subsequent studies (Jarvis & Wathes, 2008) .
Following contrast detection training of more than one month, the contrast sensitivity of trained eye at trained SF increased by 196.1%, 218.8% and 172.2% in cat1, cat2 and cat3 respectively. The improvement was robust as opposed to similar learning in human fovea (Polat et al, 2004; Zhou et al, 2006) or parafovea (Sowden et al, 2002) . The learning effect showed an evident dependency on the stimulus SF used for learning but could partially generalize to SFs around the trained SF. This indicates that contrast detection is likely mediated through SF channels, which depends directly on the receptive field dimensions of visual cortical cells. Based on this property of contrast detection, attemps to rehabilitate the visual contrast sensitivity in patients, such as patients with amblyopia (Levi, 2005) and primary visual cortex damage, is better to apply a training procedure containing visual stimuli with a broadband SFs.
The learning could transfer to the untrained fellow eye. After learning, CSF at trained SF in naive eye was improved by 88.7%, 89.9% and 96.4% relative to pre-learning in cat1, cat2 and cat3 respectively, a somewhat minor increase compared with what we observed in the trained eye. Sowden et.al. have reported that perceptual learning of contrast detection in human parafovea was specific for stimulus SF and retinal location but not stimulus orientation (Sowden et al, 2002) . In addition, they found that the enhancement in contrast sensitivity in the trained eye could transfer to untrained eye although the average learning effect in the trained eye was 45% greater than that in the contralateral eye. Our results achieved in cat basically resemble that observed by Sowden et.al in human subjects. The CSF promotion resulted from learning showed some specificity to the trained eye but could partially generalize to the naïve eye, which suggested a main learning plasticity at early stages of visual information processing, such as the primary visual cortex and lateral geniculate nucleus, accompanied by a minor plasticity that might occur after information from both eyes merged together. Subsequent studies that aim to uncover the neural correlates underlying learning-induced contrast sensitivity improvement need to pay attentions to nucleus at both early and late stages of visual information processing.
In summary, contrast detection learning can remarkably improve contrast sensitivity of cat to visual stimuli. The learning effect, which is proven to be long-lasting, shows an evident specificity to the eye and SF used for learning but can partially transfer to the naïve eye and SFs around the trained SF. These properties of contrast detection learning tally well with reports in human subjects (Sowden et al, 2002) , which indicates that the cat species is qualified to be used as an animal model in probing the neural correlates that underlies learning-induced contrast sensitivity promotion and other visual perceptual learning.
